
COIN ENVELOPES
TEMREX

Coin Envelopes are used to
store used radiographs or
take-home materials.

Kraft, 500/Pkg
8482726   2.5" x 4.38" [3300]

PERI PRO CARRAIGES
AIR TECHNIQUES

For Peri-Pro and 
Peri-Pro III automatic
processors.

5/Pkg.
9462007  Pedo #0 [90980]
9462008  Adult Anterior #1 [90985]
9462060  Bite-Wing #3 [90990]

INSTADOSE SERVICE
I C CARE

TLD dosimeters are made from one or more
thermoluminescent elements that measure
cumulative exposure to ionizing radiation.
Exchange frequencies range from monthly to
quarterly. Subscribers to this service will
automatically receive shipments, along with a 
pre-printed envelope used to send the dosimeters
back for processing. Before the end of the
frequency subscribers will receive a new set of
badges.

9545880  Service Monthly [MDRM]
9545882   Service Quarterly [QDRM]
9545884  Renewal Monthly [MRMR]
9545886  Renewal Quarterly [QRMR]

INSTADOSE RADIATION
MONITORS
I C CARE

With an instadose dosimeter you can measure
your exposure to x-ray and gamma radiation at
anytime using any internet enabled computer. 
This easy-to-use device is an accredited 
USB-compatible dosimeter that enables you to
measure your radiation dose anytime, as often as
you wish. Smaller than a flash drive, this dosimeter
provides an instant read-out when connected to
any computer with internet access. 

9545874   Blue [RADBGBL]
9545875   Pink [RADBGP]
9545876   Silver [RADBGS]
9545877   Black [RADBGBK]
9545888  Green [RADBG-G]

COIN ENVELOPES
PENTRON 

Coin Envelopes are made
out of white craft paper
and used for storing X-ray
films. 

White, 500/Pkg.
9558624   Size 1 3.5" x 2.25" [31041]

CLEAN-UP'S PSP CLEANING
WIPES
FLOW DENTAL 

Clean Up's PSP Cleaning wipes
are individually wrapped,
single-use wipes used to
remove fingerprints, dirt and
artifacts from your phosphor
plates prior to exposure. 

50/Box
9080346  Clean Up's [70107]

ELECTRONIC TIMER
PFINGST 

The Electronic Timer provides
electronic accuracy times 1
second to 100 minutes. It clips,
stands or hangs with a magnet
included. The timer has soft-
touch buttons and a loud tone
sound when time is up. 

9511580    Timer [164-WB]

FOILGON
WASTE & COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT

Foilgon Lead Foil Recycling
is a convenient way to
properly manage lead foil.
It follows the ADA’s
established Best
Management Practice
(BMP) for the proper
management of lead foil
waste. Foilgon contains a
storage container that
holds up to 7 pounds and a
prepaid return shipping
label. 

Mail-in Recycling
3803538   [FOILGON]

X-RAY MARKING PEN
PENTEL

This quick-drying, white opaque marker writes on
metal, glass, plastic, and most nonporous surfaces.
It produces detailed, fine lines and contains 3
grams of liquid. 

White
9522960  [100WS]

CHEMGON X-RAY CHEMICAL
DISPOSAL- CONTINUED
polymer. The result is a non-toxic, non-hazardous
solid. Once treated, the container can safely and
legally be disposed of with regular office waste.

2.5 Gallon
3803533   4/Case [CHG2.5]

5 Gallon
3803537   [CHG5]
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